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adopted children, Willard, Mark, and Gwenny learn the horrific
truth about their new home. Woodland Manor is a haunted
house that seems to have a mind of its own. If that wasnt bad
enough, the kids find out that their new parents are in the
middle of a frightening feud between a Witch named Reuben
Ezra, and a two hundred year old ghost named Wesley. The
young trio set out to discover who is leaving them mysterious
notes, the reason behind the Dark Spell that plagues Woodland
Manor, and its connection to the countless ghosts living on the
third floor. Determined to make contact with one spirit in
particular, the children begin to explore the haunted mansion.
They find secret passageways and hidden tombs throughout the
property but when they accidentally open a sealed room called
the Void, it proves to be hazardous to everyone. In order to
survive living there, the children must avoid being captured by
Wesleys ghoulish henchmen, as they struggle to break the Dark
Spell (a curse as old as the Salem Witch Trials). When Willard,
Mark and Gwenny realize...
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R eviews
The ideal book i possibly read. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am easily could get a
enjoyment of reading through a created ebook.
-- Elise Wehner
It in one of the best pdf. It is writter in straightforward words and never di icult to understand. Its been designed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is just following i finished reading this book through which basically modified
me, affect the way i believe.
-- Deonte Abbott III
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